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UQ Medical Students are listed in bold text

1. **Daniel Lemor**, David B. Lazar, W. Brooks Emory, and Jonathan D. Nussdorf *(2016)*

2. **Katharine Thomas** and Fernando Urrego *(2017)*


5. **Navaratne P**, Foo X, Kumar S. Impact of a high Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale score on obstetric and perinatal outcomes. (Accepted – Scientific Reports)

6. **Gibbons A**, Flatley C, Kumar S The fetal cerebroplacental ratio in pregnancies complicated by gestational diabetes mellitus. (Accepted – Ultrasound in Obstetrics & Gynaecology)


89. Changwan Hong, Megan A. Luckey, Davinna L. Ligons, Adam T. Waickman, Joo-Young Park, Grace Y. Kim, **Hilary R. Keller**, et al. “Activated T cells secrete an alternatively splice form of common g-chain that inhibits cytokine signaling and exacerbates inflammation.” Immunity. Published online before print, June 2014. ID: j.immuni.2014.04.020


Lauren Arthur and Russell Kizor

Nabel Mir and Linda Guo